






Padmanabhapuram palace

• Padmanabhapuram Palace is 
located in at Padmanabhapuram
Fort, close to the town of 
Thuckalay in Kanyakumari
District, Tamilnadu. 
• It is about 20 km from 
Nagercoil, and about 50 
kilometers from 
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. 



Building materials 

 Padmanabhapuram palace is the one of the finest 
examples of wooden architecture in Kerala region. 
Kerala is rich in timber and fine clay – the latter 
being used for tile and brick making – laterite stone, 
granite and shell lime. Padmanabhapuram Palace 
Architecture is a masterpiece of Kerala’s 
wooden architecture.

 Walls -The walls are made of laterite, granite or 
bricks or a combination of them. 



 Walls-The walls form only a small portion of the 
total visible structure, and the roof-forms dominate 
all other elements. Wood and stone pillars support 
the wooden roof structure, and the walls are infilled
with brick or laterite and, in some cases, with non 
structural wooden screens.

 These screens filter the light inside, provide privacy 
and allow, unhindered breeze to flow at habitation 
level.



Wooden works

PILLARSCHARUPADIES



Buliding materials

 The main walls are finished in lime plaster and 
white-washed with sea-shell lime, also in 
abundance in Kerala. The sober white-washed walls 
are relieved by intricate wooden screens which are 
often projected out as balconies or seating, while 
the smaller windows are shuttered in wooden 
frames and fitted with mica sheets.



 The flooring – using shell lime, charcoal and other 
indigenous ingredients – is finished in black. The 
aesthetic quality of this palace might be described as 
a subtle combination of sophisticated 
understatement in design and a tactile celebration of 
the material used.



 Ceiling-Decorative wooden false ceilings are 
provided in some important rooms which help to 
insulate them.

 Roofing-The roofs are however ventilated at the 
ridge with the use of decorative wooden screens. 



 All the older structures in the Padmanabhapuram
Palace have roof systems based on varying angles of 
rafters, except for the Lakshmi Vilasam Palace which 
was built in semi-colonial style.

 Public areas having slope 45degree and private areas 
angle of the roof is 30degree eg -Thekkekottaram



Other Important Features

 In the interior, the seats are built into the wooden-screen 

structures with porous side walls on the periphery of 
rooms or in balconies specially meant for seating 
purposes. The mantra shala on the first floor, where the 

king met his ministers, is an example of this.

 A number of decorative elements are also used in the 
palace, especially wood and stone carvings of animals 
and birds in various positions. Vyali, a mythical animal 

which can take changing forms of different animals, is 
used traditionally as a supporting bracket to overhanging 
eaves and columns.



Plan of palace













Natakasala

























Tank



The effect in the interior is a dramatic play of light and shadow, with 
the occasional mica-paned window adding color. One of the most 
significant elements in the design of the Padmanabhapuram Palace, 
kerala is this sensitive handling of light and the ambiance of sensual 
repose it creates.
















